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Evaluation of Method Seven Optics
Under HPS Lighting Conditions 

OVERVIEW

Although High Pressure Sodium (HPS) lighting offers an efficient solution for some 
industrial applications, such as the lighting of warehouses, and for Grow Room lighting, 
HPS lighting also creates visual problems for people working within its environment. 
The nature of these visual problems and the effectiveness of various solutions are 
discussed in this paper.

The following visual capabilities were evaluated within a Grow Room environment (HPS 
lighting conditions):

• Color perception
• Ability to focus on shapes and motion
• The “strobe” light effect
• Visual clarity

These capabilities were evaluated, as seen through all of the following:

• The “naked eye” 
• Method Seven glass “Rendition” lens
• Method Seven polycarbonate “Zeiss_Polycarbonate” lens
• Premium-brand sunglass, with glass lenses
• Popular sunglass, with polycarbonate lenses

HPS lighting is effective in the Grow Room because the light transmission is within 
a narrow “yellow” portion of the light spectrum (around 590 nanometers). Flowering 
plants need this wavelength of light to carry on photosynthesis. HPS lighting is also 
thought to be effective in industrial applications, because the large lumens of light 
generated per watt of electricity offer an economical solution.

This same concentration of yellow light makes it difficult for an individual to see 
properly. Humans see best in natural sunlight, or in “Balanced White Light” (BWL).  
BWL light, like natural sunlight, covers the entire visible spectrum of 390 to 750 nm.  
This broad spectrum of light allows us to see natural looking colors and to also easily 
recognize shapes and motion. Under HPS lighting our eyes are saturated with yellow 
light and we are unable to recognize any other colors.

Additionally, humans require a certain ratio of blue light (around 505 nm) to yellow 
light (around 555 nm) to be able to recognize shapes and to detect motion. There is a 
deficiency of blue light in an HPS lighting environment, and this profoundly degrades 
our ability to focus.  This point will be explained further in the discussion of “rods”             
and “cones.”
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COLOR PERCEPTION  

We normally recognize colors of objects as seen under BWL. We can evaluate how close 
we are to BWL conditions by using two well-known methods.
  
In the first method, we evaluate the amount of red, blue, and green light reflected off of 
a “middle grey” target, better known as a photographic 18% grey. Under BWL conditions, 
an equal amount of red, blue and green light is reflected off of this target.

We can also measure color using a Kelvin Color Meter that measures the visual 
“temperature” of the light. 

MEASUREMENT OF COLOR BALANCE USING A MIDDLE GREY TARGET

Method Seven uses a Canon 5D Mark II (CAMERA) with a 100mm 2.8 macro L series 
lens (LENS) and an X-Rite Digital Color chart to confirm color balance. Each color block 
within the X-Rite Color chart has a known intensity of Red, Green, and Blue (RGB).  

Digital color may be determined in Photoshop, by how much of each of the RGB 
values register from 0 to 255. For example the color black registers as R=0, B=0, G=0. 
Conversely, white registers as R=255, B=255, G=255.

When reflecting BWL, the middle grey target registers in Photoshop as any combination 
of equal values. Such as, R=160 G=160 B=160. Under HPS conditions, this same target 
registers as R=214 G=138 B=0, which we see as a harsh yellowish to reddish color. The 
blue outline denotes the middle grey color block.
 

COLOR CHART BALANCED WHITE LIGHT CONDITIONS
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COLOR CHART HPS LIGHTING CONDITIONS

Place the Method Seven Rendition lens in front of the camera, and take a photo of the 
same grey target, in the same HPS environment, and the color registers as R=149 G=145 
B=142. This result is much closer to the established middle grey value of R=160, G=160, 
and B=160. 

COLOR CHART HPS LIGHTING WITH METHOD SEVEN RENDITION LENS 
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COLOR CHART HPS LIGHTING WITH METHOD SEVEN ZEISS POLYCARBONATE LENS

The test results for each lens type, and a calculation of the percentage of color balance, 
is shown below.

MIDDLE GREY TEST RESULTS

RED GREEN BLUE AVERAGE ST DEV % BALANCE

BWL 160 160 160 160 0 100

HPSL 214 138 0 117 108 8

RENDITION LENS 149 145 142 145 4 98

ZEISS_POLYCARBONATE LENS 183 121 84 129 50 61

SUNGLASSES - GLASS 220 131 0 117 111 5

SUNGLASSES - PLASTIC 215 122 0 112 108 4

NUMERIC EVALUATION OF RESULTS

The variance in RGB values is calculated using the standard deviation of the RGB values.  
Then, an estimation of the percentage of unbalance is obtained by taking the ratio of the 
standard deviation of the measurements divided by the average of the measurements.  
The percentage of balance is then calculated by subtracting the percentage of unbalance 
from 100 percent.

The Method Seven Rendition Lens brings color balance closer to the way the human eye 
would see the same middle grey color under BWL. 
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The Method Seven Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens, likewise, improves color balance. In 
comparison, sunglasses further degrade color balance, because by design sunglasses 
filter out more light around the wavelength of blue light, than light around the 
wavelength of yellow light. This is the opposite of what is required to better see natural 
looking colors in an HPS lighting environment.

MEASUREMENT OF COLOR BALANCE USING A KELVIN METER

In the 1980s the British physicist William Kelvin noticed that a block of carbon gave 
off different color hues based on the temperature of the block. At lower temperatures 
of about 1500 degrees Kelvin, the carbon emitted a red glow. As the temperatures 
increased the colors became more orange, then yellow, green, and eventually blue. 
The relationship of color to the temperature of that block of carbon is now well 
known. Today, you can purchase a Kelvin color meter that will instantly characterize 
the hue being measured and provide what is now called a “Kelvin temperature”, that 
corresponds with that hue.  

The morning sun registers as 5000 degrees Kelvin, a target often given to BWL. HPS 
lighting registers as 2680 degrees Kelvin. The human eye can detect color fairly well, 
even under indoor lighting conditions of about 4000 degrees Kelvin. However under 
intense lighting at 2680 degrees Kelvin, all we see is yellow or orange.

In the following table, we show the measurements of HPS lighting, as seen through the 
various lenses as measured by a Kenko KCM-3100 Kelvin color meter.

KELVIN TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Condition, Lens    Measurement 
BWL, no lens    5000 °K
HPS, no lens    2680 °K
HPS, Rendition Lens   3750 °K
HPS, Zeiss_Polycarbonate Lens 3290 °K
HPS, Sunglass - Glass   2390 °K
HPS, Sunglass - Plastic  2660 °K

The Rendition lens balances the light spectrum to provide a Kelvin temperature that is 
closer to that of BWL, and closer to the optimal color of indoor lighting. Likewise, the 
Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens positively balances the light spectrum. Both sunglass lenses 
bring the Kelvin temperature away from BWL conditions, again because they remove 
more blue than yellow light.  

BOTTOM LINE REGARDING COLOR

It’s impossible to recognize the colors of your plants with the naked eye in an HPS 
environment because everything you see appears to be yellow. Sunglasses do not 
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help. The Rendition and the Zeiss_Polycarbonate lenses, however, allow you to see the 
natural looking colors of your Grow Room plants.
 
FOCUS

It’s difficult to work within a Grow Room, or a warehouse, that is saturated with light 
from an HPS source. Although you may not know why, you instantly feel uncomfortable 
when entering such an environment. in the 1980’s, industrial engineers were becoming 
wary of the downsides of HPS lighting. People working in warehouses, lit by HPS, were 
having difficulty seeing well enough to do their jobs, and in some cases were getting 
headaches and becoming ill. As Industrial engineers and scientist began to investigate 
these vision problems they became more aware of the role that cones and rods play in 
our ability to see well.

CONES AND RODS

In the early 1990’s Dr. Sam Berman and his colleagues at the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory in Berkley, California, figured out why workers were getting 
headaches and having problems focusing when working under HPS lighting conditions.

HPS lighting gained popularity because of the large amounts of lumes of light provided 
for a given amount of power. This light, however, is concentrated within a very narrow 
spectrum, which we see as yellow. Unfortunately, humans need a broad spectrum of 
colors to see properly.

There are two kinds of photreceptor cells in human eyes. We have cones and rods.  
There are about 7 million cones in the average eye, and these cones are located mostly 
in the center of the back of the eye. Cones respond best to light having a wavelength 
centered around 555 nanometers, the wavelength of yellow to orange light. 

There are around 120 million rods in the average eye, and these rods are spread out 
throughout the periphery of the back of our eyes. Our rods respond best to light that has 
a wavelength centered around 505 nanometers, or the wavelength of blue light. 

Although rods are normally associated with night vision, Dr. Berman discovered rods are 
also vitally important for proper daytime vision. More specifically, while our cones help 
us to detect color, rods are needed to detect movement and shapes.  

Daylight, and most indoor lighting, provide a sufficiently broad spectrum of light to 
adequately excite the rods and the cones in our eyes. HPS lighting, however, provides 
such a narrow bandwidth of light, that our cones are over stimulated, while at the same 
time our rods are understimulated.

Dr. Berman discovered that despite the intensity of the yellow light of the HPS lighting 
environment, workers were not getting enough light near the blue portion of the light 
spectrum to properly detect movement or shapes.
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SCOTOPIC AND PHOTOPIC LIGHT

Our eyes do a remarkable job of adjusting for the intensity of light in our environment.  
Our pupils enlarge or get smaller to allow the best possible amount of light to our rods 
and cones to maximize our vision. Once our eyes adjust to the intrinisic light level, then 
it is up to our rods and cones to help our brains see color, movement, and shapes.

Dr. Berman and his associates determined that the ratio of light centered around the 
blue part of the light spectrum (refered to as scotopic light) to light centered around 
the yellow part of the light spectrum (refered to as photopic light) was very important.  
The ratio of scotopic to photopic light (S/P) of natural sunlight is  2.5. Most good indoor 
lighting has an S/P ratio of about 2.0. With a ratio of 2.0 humans can easily recognize 
shapes and movement as well as natural looking colors.  

With this as a background, one can understand why Method Seven lenses offer relief in 
the HPS lighting environment. The Rendition and the Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens increase 
the ratio of scotopic light to photopic light, allowing our eyes to more easily focus on 
shapes and movement.

Sunglasses make the problem worse, because they filter out more scotopic light than 
photopic light, and therefore actually lower the S/P ratio.

Looking for an objective measurement, Method Seven used a SolarLight SnP Meter, 
model SL3101, to measure the photopic and scotopic light under various conditions. 

These test results are shown below as an S/P ratio.

S/P TEST RESULTS

Condition     S/P Ratio
Good indoor lighting                  2.0
HPS lighting                         .6
HPS and Rendition Lens                     1.4
HPS and Zeiss_Polycarbonate Lens             1.0
HPS and a Glass Sunglass Lens                  .4
HPS and a Plastic Sunglass Lens                  .5

The Rendition and Zeiss_Polycarbonate lenses increase the percentage of scotopic light 
making it easier to recognize shapes and to detect motion, therefore making it easier to 
focus in the Grow Room environment. The Rendition lens moves the user to 70 percent, 
and the Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens to 50 percent, of a more ideal ratio.  
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THE STROBE EFFECT

Another phenomenon that adversely affects someone working under HPS lighting 
conditions is the “strobe effect” of all of the lights slightly dimming and slightly getting 
brighter as the AC voltage cycles. You will not be consciously aware of this phenomenon 
because our brain compensates for this strobe light effect. Still, this strobe effect 
causes some people to get headaches or otherwise become ill. 

If you use a video camera in a Grow Room you will likely see lines running through your 
video shot. These lines are from the strobing effect of the HPS lighting. If you place a 
Rendition lens in front of your video the lines will go away.

The Rendition lens filters out the strobe effect and the Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens 
significantly reduce the strobe effect. They do so by decreasing the intensity of the 
yellow light spectrum that is being modulating by the AC voltage cycle.

Sunglasses minimally reduce the strobe effect.

STROBE EFFECT             M7 RENDITION LENS CANCELING STROBE EFFECT

VISUAL CLARITY 

Method Seven Rendition lenses are made from high grade mineral glass. The elements 
added to the glass are atomically bonded into the crystalline structure. There are no 
emulsions or dyes to interfere with visual clarity.  

The Method Seven Zeiss_Polycarbonate lenses, likewise provide very good visual clarity. 
These lenses were developed in partnership with Carl Zeiss, a company well known for 
the quality of their lenses.

Some glass sunglasses on the market come close to matching the visual clarity of the 
Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens. Most sunglasses, however, significantly interfere with visual 
clarity.  
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WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?

While HPS lighting can provide an effective lighting solution, it also presents a hostile 
working environment. Humans see best under natural daylight conditions. 
The Method Seven Rendition and Zeiss_Polycarbonate lenses allow the user to see the 
natural colors in their work environment. These lenses also allow the user to more 
easily focus on shapes and to detect movement. The Rendition lens eliminates the 
strobe effect and the Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens significantly reduces the strobe effect.  
Both lenses provide excellent visual clarity. Bottom line, the Rendition and Zeiss_
Polycarbonate lenses allow the user to get their work done in visual comfort.

Sunglasses, on the other hand, worsen vision under HPS lighting conditions. Color 
balance is made worse because the blues tend to be filtered out more than the yellows.  
This also makes it harder to see shapes and motion.

M7 RENDITION LENS

SUNGLASSES GLASS LENS SUNGLASSES PLASTIC LENS

M7 ZEISS_POLYCARB LENS
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 Some sunglasses are fairly clear, but many create “muddy”, or dull vision. 

Just a word about uV protection. All Method Seven glasses provide excellent uV 
protection. All of the sunglasses we tested, likewise, provided excellent uV protection.  

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

We’ve put all of our test results together, and did one more thing. We asked our Grow 
Room customers what criteria were most important to them. Based on input from our 
focus groups, we allocated maximum possible points for color balance, ability to focus 
on shapes and movement, concern with the strobe effect, and concern for visual clarity.  
These weighted results are shown below.  

Criteria MAX 
points

Rendition 
Lens

Zeiss_Polycar-
bonate Lens

Naked 
Eye

Glass Lensed 
Sunglasses

Plastic lensed 
Sunglasses

Color Balance 30 29 18 3 2 1

Ease of Focus 50 35 25 15 10 13

Strobe Effect 10 9 5 1 2 2

Clarity 10 9 8 10 8 6

Total Points 100 82 56 29 22 22

Sunglasses make it more difficult to see color balance and to focus on movement and 
shapes. Sunglasses do little to minimize the strobe effect. Depending on the sunglass 
brand, visual clarity can range from good to poor.

The Zeiss_Polycarbonate lens provides good color balance, improves the ability to focus 
on movement and shapes, attenuates the strobe effect, and provides very good visual 
clarity.

The Rendition lens provides near perfect color balance, makes it easy to focus on 
movement and shapes, almost completely attenuates the strobe effect, and provides 
almost perfect visual clarity.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Method Seven
 


